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MCR1028 Submission of multiple Customer Service Codes on 010, 013, 016 and 017 MMs

CustomerServiceSpecialNeeds Segment , CustomerServiceDetailsCode[CSSN] 010, 016, 017  
• When this segment is populated we will add the code in the Retail Market Central Market 

Systems(CMS). We will cater for multiple occurrences of this new segment with one code per 
occurrence. This new segment is optional and is available to be populated by a Supplier on the 010, 
016 and 017.

• We will confirm each code added from the 010 message on the 101 and 105.

• in the COS scenario where there is no Cole and CSSN values were previously populated,  these 
values will be overwritten with what the Supplier provides on the 010 .  

• Where there is a Cole with the COS,  any CSSN values that are associated with the previous 
Customer will not be applicable to the new Customer.

• If we receive multiple invalid codes on the 010 message then we will reject with multiple “DIJ”
rejection reason codes on the 101R or 102R message. 

• Where a COLE applies as on the 016 or 017 then the new CSSN values that are populated on the 
016 or 017 will be updated on the CMS , and the new customer does not inherit any previous CSSN 
codes , should they have existed.

• The 116 and 306,307,332 confirmation messages do not specifically state that the update was 
successful for every code but that will be implicit. Should any of the codes that are sent by a Supplier 
on an 016 or 017 be invalid,  then the message will not be processed any further, no updates will be 
made to CMS , and the corresponding rejection message will issue. 

• If we receive multiple invalid codes on the 016 or 017 then we will reject with a single “DIJ” rejection 
reason on the 116R or 117R respectively.



SpecialNeedsDeleteDetails Segment, 013
CustomerServiceDetailsCode [CSSN], DeleteCustomerServiceDetailsFlag

• When this segment is populated we will add or delete the code from CMS depending on the 
population of the flag in the DeleteCustomerServiceDetailsFlag field. We will cater for multiple 
occurrences of this new segment with one code per occurrence on the 013, and we will add/delete 
each code to the CMS as requested by the supplier on the 013.

• The DeleteCustomerServiceDetailsFlag will be populated by Suppliers with a true or a 1 for a deletion
or alternatively a 0 or false will need to be populated for an addition.

• Where there are multiple CSSN updates on the inbound 013, a single boolean field 
CustomerDetailsChangedFlag will be populated on the 114 to confirm all updates have taken place 
successfully.

• Suppliers can inform ESBN of multiple additions and deletions on one inbound 013 message 

• If we receive a single or multiple invalid Customer Service Details Codes on the 013 message then 
we will not process that message any further, and no updates will be made to the CMS. A single 
014R message will issue with a single rejection reason code of “IA”. Note that there is currently an 
“IA” validation for these codes on the 013 message and we plan to continue to use this.
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